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College Reps - December 20, 2013

Phishing scams again!

Lost laptops

Ops final numbers

Lab upgrade projections

Adobe license cost as part of lab upgrades

Projections
Music - 15 stations MacPros - $80k
CEAS - main lab on 4th year without warranty - $112k for 80 systems - 40 cascades to ECE
and put others in Civil lab
Honors College- on AD login
CoEHD - 50 stations in open lab, remove the mobile lab capability - $50k - cascading 5 year
old 755's - 2 printers
Library - BizHubs - lease? 1 in Sangren and 1 in Waldo - 12 machines in Dalton - cascades
becoming spares - new hard drives in classroom computers - going on year 5
CHHS - 26 iMacs all-in-one replacements - low end Dell (3010 or 9010) - printers to replace
the Dell printers - 32, Vostro 320's - $30k
CAS - Windows mid-range (53) and Macs (21) moved to 2nd floor in Rood - Comm 20 or 10
iMacs - 22 Windows for 1037 Brown - 24 mid-range Windows for Geosciences

click charge on ops report - template change

Around the table
CFA - upgrades done for semesters end - color printing down 50%
CEAS - miss Mike Strong as a resource - all customer orders
CoEHD - Meraki use - Apple ID considerations - volume license programs - labs ready - new
plottter in design lab
Library - replacing faculty laptops and iPads with Microsoft Surface, 8 or 10
CHHS - upgrading LRC - T 4030 S Lenovo's for faculty
CAS - 97 faculty lap tops rolled out beginning of the year - Mac lab in Rood being moved -
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Mac SmartShield isn't working - 2/3 of labs in LabStats - Jahan is retired!

Lenovo custom order needs to have John Gentile involved

HP 4015 via Precision - $700 - 24,000 - $150 for cartrigde click charge of $.006 - fusers are
not included
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